Hepatitis C Virus Helicase Binding Activity Monitored through Site-Specific Labeling Using an Expanded Genetic Code.
The mechanism of unwinding catalyzed by the hepatitis C virus nonstructural protein 3 helicase (NS3h) has been a subject of considerable interest, with NS3h serving as a prototypical enzyme in the study of helicase function. Recent studies support an ATP-fueled, inchworm-like stepping of NS3h on the nucleic acid that would result in the displacement of the complementary strand of the duplex during unwinding. Here, we describe the screening of a site of incorporation of an unnatural amino acid in NS3h for fluorescent labeling of the enzyme to be used in single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) experiments. From the nine potential sites identified in NS3h for incorporation of the unnatural amino acid, only one allowed for expression and fluorescent labeling of the recombinant protein. Incorporation of the unnatural amino acid was confirmed via bulk assays to not interfere with unwinding activity of the helicase. Binding to four different dsDNA sequences bearing a ssDNA overhang segment of varying length (either minimal 6 or 7 base length overhang to ensure binding or a long 24 base overhang) and sequence was recorded with the new NS3h construct at the single-molecule level. Single-molecule fluorescence displayed time intervals with anticorrelated donor and acceptor emission fluctuations associated with protein binding to the substrates. An apparent FRET value was estimated from the binding events showing a single FRET value of ∼0.8 for the 6-7 base overhangs. A smaller mean value and a broad distribution was in turn recorded for the long ssDNA overhang, consistent with NS3h exploring a larger physical space while bound to the DNA construct. Notably, intervals where NS3h binding was recorded were exhibited at time periods where the acceptor dye reversibly bleached. Protein induced fluorescence intensity enhancement in the donor channel became apparent at these intervals. Overall, the site-specific fluorescent labeling of NS3h reported here provides a powerful tool for future studies to monitor the dynamics of enzyme translocation during unwinding by single-molecule FRET.